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SwampyCripWitch  @BatsyAddams 
RT @migrainesallday:  #migraine folx - Mind helping me spread the word for #MigraineChat + the #BIPOC community tomorrow
Monday Feb 1… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 HRS to #MigraineChat! Today begins #BlackHistoryMonth. I’m welcoming guest hosts @migrainesallday & @CSWhiteMD to
discuss #migraine in the #BIPOC community. *Everyone* - BIPOC & allies - is welcomed to join us for this important discussion.
Preview Qs: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/YUAIPJxZXZ 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hi @speakingabtpain, I expect you have some #CPP followers with #migraine. Would you boost our #MigraineChat (today at 1pm
EST)? Thank you! 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: 2 HRS to #MigraineChat! Today begins #BlackHistoryMonth. I’m welcoming guest hosts @migrainesallday &
@CSWhiteMD to discus… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: 2 HRS to #MigraineChat! Today begins #BlackHistoryMonth. I’m welcoming guest hosts @migrainesallday &
@CSWhiteMD to discus… 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white, consider joining in by
amplifying the voices & experiences of your fellow BIPOC migraine folx by retweeting, liking, etc. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 

the Old Stone @alpacicorn 
RT @migrainesallday:  #migraine folx - Mind helping me spread the word for #MigraineChat + the #BIPOC community tomorrow
Monday Feb 1… 

#migrainechat Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #migrainechat  hashtag.  

Mon, February 1st 2021, 10:55AM  – Wed, February 3rd 2021, 11:55PM  (America/New_York).  

See #migrainechat Influencers/Analytics.
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Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Just an hour away!!!! #MigraineChat #NeuroTwitter @SocBlackNeuro 

John "My Middle Initial Isn't F." Kennedy @JBKnotJFK 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Just an hour away!!!! #MigraineChat #NeuroTwitter @SocBlackNeuro https://t.co/JmFG7g2PNE 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Just an hour away!!!! #MigraineChat #NeuroTwitter @SocBlackNeuro https://t.co/JmFG7g2PNE 

1_of_the_millions_missing (she/her)  @Sick_Tired_2018 
I had my first bout w/ #allodynia somewhere other than my face/ head yesterday. I’ve had w/ #migraine but this was on one arm (w/
only the slightest of headache). I’m exploring a #Fibromyalgia dx. #NEISvoid #migrainechat if u have allodynia what’s the dx? Where
(body)do u get it? 

Eman Rimawi @Eman_Rimawi 
RT @migrainesallday:  #migraine folx - Mind helping me spread the word for #MigraineChat + the #BIPOC community tomorrow
Monday Feb 1… 

Association of Migraine Disorders® @MigraineDisordr 
RT @CoalitionCHAMP: It's #BlackHistoryMonth. Through our role on the Disparities in Headache Advisory Council, we are committed
to reduce d… 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
RT @CoalitionCHAMP: It's #BlackHistoryMonth. Through our role on the Disparities in Headache Advisory Council, we are committed
to reduce d… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @CoalitionCHAMP: It's #BlackHistoryMonth. Through our role on the Disparities in Headache Advisory Council, we are committed
to reduce d… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @beth_morton: 2 HRS to #MigraineChat! Today begins #BlackHistoryMonth. I’m welcoming guest hosts @migrainesallday &
@CSWhiteMD to discus… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: 2 HRS to #MigraineChat! Today begins #BlackHistoryMonth. I’m welcoming guest hosts @migrainesallday &
@CSWhiteMD to discus… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time
joining, take a quick moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your host,
tweeting from Vermont. A snowstorm is headed this way, so my head is not happy today. 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
Here we go! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to welcome TWO superstar co-hosts to #MigraineChat this month: advocate Reneé S (@migrainesallday) and
@JeffHeadacheCtr Headache Fellow, Dr. Courtney S. White (@CSWhiteMD). 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Hi! I'm Lisa. I'm the sarcastic best-friend character in every rom-com ever. I'm in western
Massachusetts, about to get the same storm @beth_morton is. 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Let's DO THIS!!! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@smithbrainz Hi, "neighbor!" Thanks for being here! #MigraineChat 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat I'm here! Waiting for the snow in Albany, NY! 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday @JeffHeadacheCtr Hey friends! I’m a #neurologist & #HeadacheMedicine fellow in Philadelphia. I
am a #BlackDoctor & I’m also a #Black woman with #migraine. Super excited to be co-hosting #MigraineChat today with
@beth_morton & @migrainesallday who are amazing advocates & #MigraineWarriors. 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton Thanks for having us! #MigraineChat 

teona | crip gossip girl  @tee_spoonie 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, two tips: (1) Please include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the conversation easier & so they
are included in the transcript. (2) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Katie here, from the UK, running on creme eggs and televison (me, not the UK, although...) #MigraineChat 

UniquelyDefined @DefinedUniquely 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton @migrainesallday @JeffHeadacheCtr Hey friends! I’m a #neurologist & #HeadacheMedicine
fellow in Philadelphia. I… 

Nush @djnush_ 
@beth_morton Hello! I'm here! I live in the Bay Area, USA! It's a sunny day here. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible.
If it’s… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@smithbrainz @beth_morton This is a great model for introductions! #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: I want to welcome TWO superstar co-hosts to #MigraineChat this month: advocate Reneé S (@migrainesallday)
and @JeffHeadach… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton Phew! Made it thanks to the monthly #MigraineChat alarm on my phone 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Standing reminders: Dr. White cannot provide individual treatment advice. Twitter is a public forum. Only share what is comfortable for
you. Please don’t use flashing media (GIFs) as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Hi! I’m Sage, in the Bay Area in CA. I am accidentally on time for #MigraineChat! 

Rune @RunicPortent 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, y… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: I want to welcome TWO superstar co-hosts to #MigraineChat this month: advocate Reneé S (@migrainesallday)
and @JeffHeadach… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hey I’m Alex! #MigraineChat 

Deactivation Break After 2/18, Fri Nite✿ #BLM ACAB @gunswordfist 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are white,
con… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC community. This is a big
topic to discuss on Twitter. **Please keep the conversation respectful.** #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton @JeffHeadacheCtr @CSWhiteMD Hi everyone  grateful to be joining as one of the co-hosts for such an imperative
conversation. I’m Reneé, Ive been attempting to juggle working full-time w/ chronic migraine for 6 yrs while advocating for others and
sharing my experience on this bird app. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton @migrainesallday @JeffHeadacheCtr Hey friends! I’m a #neurologist & #HeadacheMedicine
fellow in Philadelphia. I… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: While intros continue, two tips: (1) Please include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the
conversation easie… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CoalitionCHAMP: It's #BlackHistoryMonth. Through our role on the Disparities in Headache Advisory Council, we are committed
to reduce d… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Standing reminders: Dr. White cannot provide individual treatment advice. Twitter is a public forum. Only share
what i… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JeffHeadacheCtr @CSWhiteMD Hi everyone  grateful to be joining as one of the co-hosts
for such an impe… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. In seeking treatment for #migraine, have you ever been treated differently by a healthcare provider because of your race or
ethnicity? If you are white, possibly consider this question from a position of privilege. #MigraineChat https://t.co/x0vbmPzvNW 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton @JeffHeadacheCtr @CSWhiteMD I’m also a queer black woman who knows there are other BIPOC like me living
with #migraine and chronic pain who deserve to get better representation within healthcare. Hoping to see other #BIPOC join the
convo today to share their stories #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In seeking treatment for #migraine, have you ever been treated differently by a healthcare provider because
of your ra… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton D from Florida, dealing with a menstrual migraine this afternoon and feeling very grateful for sleep masks.
#MigraineChat 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Hey everyone!  It’s been a minute since I’ve been in #MigraineChat cuz my vertigo has been tricky to manage for a
while! I’m in California, but even though it’s not snowing over here I look like this rn (I know, I know) https://t.co/B7sid9sQbh 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: While intros continue, two tips: (1) Please include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the
conversation easie… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Standing reminders: Dr. White cannot provide individual treatment advice. Twitter is a public forum. Only share
what i… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A1. I have heard many stories from #BIPOC patients not knowing that their symptoms are due to #migraine until they
had seen me. Most commonly they were told it was due to stress or that it really wasn’t as bad as they were making it out to be.
#MigraineChat 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A1. I have heard many stories from #BIPOC patients not knowing that their symptoms are due to
#migraine until t… 

Joanna (ze/zir/zey) @jm_rives 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, y… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1b. If this wasn’t part of your Q1 answer, have you ever felt your #migraine symptoms weren’t taken seriously or were dismissed (or
similar) because of your race or ethnicity? #MigraineChat https://t.co/g3dNIH8H3Q 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. I find when I express what I consider moderate levels of pain, doctors tend to treat - even in office - to reduce the
pain. Pain in white women is something doctors want to fix much more often, and in a quicker time frame #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
A1. YES. Here’s a link to a tweet thread where I outline an egregious disparity in treatment I received vs my white mother who also
gets migraines. Treated at the same location. https://t.co/0nsLRWxKMZ 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A1: Unfortunately, a few times. The incident I remember most vividly was a few years ago when I was getting Botox for migraine. My
neuro (she was white) came in to give me my injections & she said to me where am I going to find your head beneath all that hair?
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
The rest of the appointment she made little remarks about my natural hair. I remember feeling so uncomfortable and shamed for
having natural hair that had taken me years to learn to embrace and love due to bullying and anti-blackness in my family.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1 cont. this is a common narrative that comes from the need for white womanhood to be protected. Although our
care is often far from perfect, this disparity and trust with drugs is commonly seen in the doctors office #MigraineChat 
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Lover of Mitski (Inc.) @vitaminDficient 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are
white, con… 

Nush @djnush_ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1b. If this wasn’t part of your Q1 answer, have you ever felt your #migraine symptoms weren’t taken seriously or
were dis… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In seeking treatment for #migraine, have you ever been treated differently by a healthcare provider because
of your ra… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JeffHeadacheCtr @CSWhiteMD I’m also a queer black woman who knows there are other
BIPOC like me living w… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q1b. If this wasn’t part of your Q1 answer, have you ever felt your #migraine symptoms weren’t taken seriously or
were dis… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton LOL #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A1. I have heard many stories from #BIPOC patients not knowing that their symptoms are due to
#migraine until t… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Important experience shared by @spacehurricanes. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1b. If this wasn’t part of your Q1 answer, have you ever felt your #migraine symptoms weren’t taken seriously or
were dis… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Unfortunately, a few times. The incident I remember most vividly was a few years ago when I was getting
Botox for… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@migrainesallday Ouch. Bad dr... #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @migrainesallday: The rest of the appointment she made little remarks about my natural hair. I remember feeling so
uncomfortable and sha… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Important experience shared by @spacehurricanes. #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A1. I have heard many stories from #BIPOC patients not knowing that their symptoms are due to
#migraine until t… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Unfortunately, a few times. The incident I remember most vividly was a few years ago when I was getting
Botox for… 

baristhoe @baristhoe 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. From the white privilege perspective, I'm not aware of any difference, but then I've never looked for it either. I suspect it's easy to
miss. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Do you see or have you seen a non-white healthcare provider for #migraine treatment? If you are non-white, can you contrast the
experience of seeing a white versus non-white HCP for migraine (e.g., in terms of things like validation, compassion, etc.)?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/kmHZzQHkYG 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Yes though as a biracial black person who is frequently read as white or non-black it’s sometimes subtle. First noticed as an
adolescent seeking diagnosis, a pursuit taken much more seriously when my dad was at the appointment. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Doctors! We need to do better! Listen to patients when they are coming to you for help. They know their own bodies. #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
WOW. Nope... nope. Nope. I need white people to stop.  ♀  

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
You may think you are making a lighthearted comment but know that the things you say to your #BIPOC patients may be stemming
from years of systemic oppression and racism. Doctors, we need to do better. #MigraineChat 

Ariel S @thelibrariel 
@beth_morton Hi #MigraineChat ! Ariel from Toronto (but currently hanging out in Halifax! 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Do you see or have you seen a non-white healthcare provider for #migraine treatment? If you are non-white,
can you c… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A1: Again, unfortunately yes. I’ve been advocating for myself to my doctor to try a different #migraine abortive treatment that has
worked wonders for my white migraine buddies, but I’m continuously given non-effective alternatives w/ no explanation #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A1. “I thought this was something all young girls get,” was a response a Black patient gave me. “I get headaches
every day but no one told me that wasn’t normal,” was a response from a Latina patient. They had seen doctors but never got the
appropriate diagnosis. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton Hi, I'm Rachel in the Pacific Northwest. Had two MRIs yesterday (SO. LOUD.), so I'm pleasantly surprised to be here
& functional today. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A2. My colleagues work very hard and are fantastic at what they do. But sometimes, they will not get it because they
have not experienced it. This is why it’s important to have a more diverse group of healthcare providers out there to care for our
diverse community. #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
A2. Throughout living in NYC, I had many non-white doctors. They were more willing to listen when I said treatments did or did not
work (whether they were pharmaceutical treatments or not). I never felt discounted in my concerns. 1/? 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. All of my healthcare providers for migraine have been white, especially headache specialists. I think this
demonstrates the disparity that prevents BIPOC from being represented in healthcare and contributes to the privilege of who gets
adequate care/diagnosis #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Again, unfortunately yes. I’ve been advocating for myself to my doctor to try a different #migraine abortive
treat…
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A1. “I thought this was something all young girls get,” was a response a Black patient gave me. “I
get headache… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#MigraineChat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2: I've seen several good providers, some as fellows following other professionals. Some were not
white. But I'm a nice white lady who can say big words good--that cuts a LOT of complication out of my way. 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A2 cont. Personal story. My first #headache doc was an white man. My most recent doc is an Asian woman. First doc
couldn't get me on a stable regimen, recent doc got me stable. It was because she listened to me and my needs. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Arndt @dizzysaraharndt 
Hi all! I’m Sarah in Wisconsin and I live with vestibular migraine, hormonal migraine and hemicrania continua. This is my first
#MigraineChat and am excited to hear and learn from others on a topic I am very passionate about. 

Debbie Dease  @debbie_dease 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A2: Since I became chronic 6 years ago, I’ve been through multiple dr for my migraine treatment. Only 2 of them were not white. My
neuros assistant & my PT. I noticed they listened more intently, did not rush appts & validated my pain more than most white doctors.
#MigraineChat 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In seeking treatment for #migraine, have you ever been treated differently by a healthcare provider because
of your ra… 

Nush @djnush_ 
@beth_morton A1. I haven't experienced or was aware of being treated differently because of my race and ethnicity since I moved to
the U.S 7 years ago. Just fortunate I guess. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: Since I became chronic 6 years ago, I’ve been through multiple dr for my migraine treatment. Only 2 of
them were n… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Where can you go if you can't trust your doctors to care for you when you are feeling your worst? Doctors, we need to do better.
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Yes as a woman of color in particular I’ve had my concerns about side effects for the management of menstrual migraines dismissed
and have been told what level of pain and/or disorientation I should simply be willing to except. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: because the public face of migraines is an adult white woman, I have been believed when I say I have migraines
as an adult white woman. A Black man coworker with migraines had to fight to be heard. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. For those who are #BIPOC, would you like to share any unique treatment barriers or #migraine management barriers you’ve
encountered? For example, accessing treatments or treatments that didn’t take your needs into consideration. #MigraineChat
https://t.co/FS9VG05fnZ 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A1. Neurologists generally take me seriously & believe me about my pain. I'm sure being white contributes to that,
though I think my profession (lawyer) & education (JD) are also factors. And of course none of that should matter! #MigraineChat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. I don't often engage with health care professionals regarding my migraine, but when I do, it's more common for them to be non-
white. The one time I saw a neurologist, she was non-white. #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @grrlintersect: Yes as a woman of color in particular I’ve had my concerns about side effects for the management of menstrual
migraines… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
We need more #BIPOC #Headache #Docs! Any #MedStudents or #premed students who have any interest, I want you to know that I
will do what it takes to get you there so that you can make a difference for all folks with #migraine. #MigraineChat #MedTwitter
#MedEd 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: because the public face of migraines is an adult white woman, I have been believed when I
say I have migrai… 

Nush @djnush_ 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. For those who are #BIPOC, would you like to share any unique treatment barriers or #migraine management
barriers you’v… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
Most #migraine sufferers avoid ERs for not being believed/treated, sprinkle in racism and unfortunately incidents like this happen
which is extremely traumatizing and unacceptable. We need to effective strategies yesterday. #BIPOC are forced to avoid treatment
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: We need more #BIPOC #Headache #Docs! Any #MedStudents or #premed students who have any interest, I
want you to know that I w… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@dizzysaraharndt Welcome to #MigraineChat, Sarah! 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Where can you go if you can't trust your doctors to care for you when you are feeling your worst? Doctors, we
need to do bet… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A3. Please share your stories. They are difficult for me to hear as a provider knowing my field is responsible for this
but they also help me figure out what things I can try to change from my position. #MigraineChat 

MedEd @TelehealthBot 
RT @CSWhiteMD: We need more #BIPOC #Headache #Docs! Any #MedStudents or #premed students who have any interest, I
want you to know that I w… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. For those who are #BIPOC, would you like to share any unique treatment barriers or #migraine management
barriers you’v… 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A2. #MigraineChat I've actually seen a rainbow of neurologists, Black, Asian, white, male, female, etc. 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Important experience shared by @spacehurricanes. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: Most #migraine sufferers avoid ERs for not being believed/treated, sprinkle in racism and unfortunately
incidents like… 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: We need more #BIPOC #Headache #Docs! Any #MedStudents or #premed students who have any interest, I
want you to know that I w… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A3 cont. Already the stories that have been shared are really powerful. I wish you did not have to live through these
experiences. Providers, we need to do better and fix these injustices so these stories don't repeat. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: We need more #BIPOC #Headache #Docs! Any #MedStudents or #premed students who have any interest, I
want you to know that I w… 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: Since I became chronic 6 years ago, I’ve been through multiple dr for my migraine treatment. Only 2 of
them were n… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Where can you go if you can't trust your doctors to care for you when you are feeling your worst? Doctors, we
need to do bet… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: Since I became chronic 6 years ago, I’ve been through multiple dr for my migraine treatment. Only 2 of
them were n… 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A2 cont. Personal story. My first #headache doc was an white man. My most recent doc is an
Asian woman. First d… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
This is a great opportunity for y’all to share your experiences, even if you’ve never joined a #MigraineChat before we’d love to hear
from you so we can all work to address the racism and discrimination that infiltrates the migraine community and care system. 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A3: For certain non-medication treatments for migraine, I’m unable to get the full effect due to my natural hair (unless I put in braids,
etc) eg: I can’t wear the headache cap unless my hair is in braids. I never see non-white people in ads using these products.
#MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A1. “I thought this was something all young girls get,” was a response a Black patient gave me. “I
get headache… 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton A2. My neurologist is African American. I began seeing her about 10 years ago. I was provided with more information.
She takes a more holistic view to my health, contacts my other doctors. And she is aware of new treatments. For almost 30 yrs, I've
had white males. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: For certain non-medication treatments for migraine, I’m unable to get the full effect due to my natural hair
(unle… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Not for migraine treatment specifically mostly because of accessibility but for other healthcare where migraine has come up, it’s a
massive relief not to have to demand that my symptoms be taken seriously. #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Again, unfortunately yes. I’ve been advocating for myself to my doctor to try a different #migraine abortive
treat…

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @grrlintersect: Yes though as a biracial black person who is frequently read as white or non-black it’s sometimes subtle. First
noticed… 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A3 cont. Already the stories that have been shared are really powerful. I wish you did not have to
live through… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A2. All of my healthcare providers for migraine have been white, especially headache
specialists. I think t… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@CSWhiteMD 💯For the record, I don't like "hearting" these tweets, but know it amplifies the tweets so these stories get out (i.e., I
wish there was another "boost" option). #MigraineChat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton (My reply is kind of a running joke--I was a radio announcer a million years ago and I do some
narration now, including medical narration. #MigraineChat) 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: Since I became chronic 6 years ago, I’ve been through multiple dr for my migraine treatment. Only 2 of
them were n… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: For certain non-medication treatments for migraine, I’m unable to get the full effect due to my natural hair
(unle… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
@beth_morton @CSWhiteMD YES! I was thinking the same thing. #MigraineChat 

Joanna (ze/zir/zey) @jm_rives 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: For certain non-medication treatments for migraine, I’m unable to get the full effect due to my natural hair
(unle… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through advertisements,
through advocacy groups, through education. #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: For certain non-medication treatments for migraine, I’m unable to get the full effect due to my natural hair
(unle… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. #Migraine is a highly stigmatized disease, but have you felt any additional or unique types of migraine stigma because of your
race or ethnicity? #MigraineChat https://t.co/xOnE8ejq7g 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A3 cont. Already the stories that have been shared are really powerful. I wish you did not have to
live through… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: @CSWhiteMD 💯For the record, I don't like "hearting" these tweets, but know it amplifies the tweets so these
stories get ou… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @migrainesallday: Most #migraine sufferers avoid ERs for not being believed/treated, sprinkle in racism and unfortunately
incidents like… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. #Migraine is a highly stigmatized disease, but have you felt any additional or unique types of migraine stigma
because… 
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Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@rachel_x_graves That's awesome! I would love to see a future where everyone gets that same experience. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @HemingwayMuse: This is a great opportunity for y’all to share your experiences, even if you’ve never joined a #MigraineChat
before we’d… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

Javi_EZ 🇪🇸 @MultiPapaEZ 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton I’m a white lawyer, too, and I definitely find I have better experiences with doctors than people with
a different level of education. It’s incredibly frustrating to know how prevalent it is. #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. Going in the opposite direction with privilege. I felt as if my social security disability process was easier, more
supported, and quickly accepted because the system and process was designed with me in mind. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @HemingwayMuse: This is a great opportunity for y’all to share your experiences, even if you’ve never joined a #MigraineChat
before we’d… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: because the public face of migraines is an adult white woman, I have been believed when I
say I have migrai… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton Not a fan of what facebook has become but I do like how they have other "like" options nowadays. @Twitter get on
that! #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: Since I became chronic 6 years ago, I’ve been through multiple dr for my migraine treatment. Only 2 of
them were n… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

Nush @djnush_ 
@beth_morton A2. Wow I realize I've seen primarily non-white healthcare providers in the US than white and almost all of them have
been compassionate. Biggest problem is that almost everyone seems rushed and runs on strict timings. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A4. A woman came into the ER with pain and weakness. The nurse said “oh she’s looking for pain meds. Don’t worry
about her.” But she had risk factors for stroke and a known pain condition. Even if she is looking for pain meds, it’s because she’s in
pain! 1/ #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A4. It shouldn’t change how I evaluate her. I need to rule out stroke and treat her pain. I wish I could say this was a
one time event but it was quite common. #MigraineChat 2/ 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A4 not exactly relevant but I was given terrible advice in the early days of diagnosis and not taken seriously after just
having a baby. Fobbed off ...when the attacks were untreated and at their worst #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton I’m Diana, living in Lawrence, Kansas. I was a lawyer before I became disabled by #chronicmigraine. Mom to a 6-1/2
daughter. Having a decent day. #migrainechat 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A4. A woman came into the ER with pain and weakness. The nurse said “oh she’s looking for pain
meds. Don’t worr… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton And I can’t imagine how horrible this feels for #BIPOC patients who are in a vulnerable state, asking for help, to be
treated such a way. #MigraineChat 3/ 

Sarah Arndt @dizzysaraharndt 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton Yes  I totally agree with you on this. #migrainechat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A Black woman told me that even w/ a note from her doc explaining exactly what her best #Migraine acute treatment
regimen is, she would be accused of drug seeking & malingering when she came to the ER. Even though there was not a single
narcotic on that list. #MigraineChat 4/end 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
A3. I didn’t have any abortive medications for migraines for 2 years. Was refused triptans due to having hemiplegic migraines. I tried
emigality, had a severe reaction. My Maine doctors gave up. A friend paid for me to see an NYC doctor remotely to get help. 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A Black woman told me that even w/ a note from her doc explaining exactly what her best
#Migraine acute treatme… 

Elaine Mansfield @ElaineMansfiel7 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Unfortunately, a few times. The incident I remember most vividly was a few years ago when I was getting
Botox for… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Absolutely same experience. And it was still intimidating as hell even though I’m a lawyer. There’s
no good reason for it to be handled the way it is. #migrainechat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@LinseyK_KMB @beth_morton The migraine #stigma is very impactful and we need to crush it in all ways! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@CSWhiteMD CW for medical BS / stigma I just read this story this morning. And I feel like I read others like it too often.
#MigraineChat https://t.co/zjK5rereJA 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
@CSWhiteMD @beth_morton The microaggressions #BIPOC community faces is unconscionable. #MigraineChat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@CSWhiteMD @beth_morton EGADS #MigraineChat 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In seeking treatment for #migraine, have you ever been treated differently by a healthcare provider because
of your ra… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A2: I’ve seen both non-white & white docs, before and after I turned chronic. My main specialist rn is white but b/c I
don’t exactly fit into the typical chronic migraine box, I know I’m a “difficult case.” I’d imagine it would be even harder if I were non-
white. #MigraineChat 
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Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @NHBonk: @CSWhiteMD @beth_morton The microaggressions #BIPOC community faces is unconscionable. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@dianaelee @beth_morton Yes! So much of the process hinges on the relationships with our doctors and how much we’ve been
through, if we’ve been able to try accommodations and all of that is an extreme privilege to have in the first place. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton #MigraineChat 

Leann Sweeney #resist 💙🌊 @leannsweeney 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In seeking treatment for #migraine, have you ever been treated differently by a healthcare provider because
of your ra… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
a white specialist telling me I must not be serious about treatment when I ask to reschedule scans for a time that did not conflict with
the family reunion, failing to understand the importance of visiting land that’s been in my family since after the Civil War
#MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton Not #migraine related but my uncle died back in the 90s in a similar way. His symptoms were not taken seriously
because he was a #Black man with no insurance, even though he could have paid out of pocket. This is STILL happening today.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Thinking broadly about the #migraine space - e.g., ads, advocacy efforts, research, healthcare/doctors - what can we/others do to
increase representation of the #BIPOC community and address their needs? If you are a BIPOC, do you see yourself represented?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/J9gUkUqwAU 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton A3. I am Black, queer, and have comorbidity. I also always been financially stable. I'm also "educated" which pisses
some people off, especially because I'm a research librarian. I have three mental illness and diabetes. #MigraineChat 1/n 

Nush @djnush_ 
@beth_morton A4. Since my migraines are primarily hormonal, I've tried different kinds of birth control over the past years. My body
has always reacted adversely to these birth control. It makes me wonder if they're not working cos of my race or ethnicity.
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Arndt @dizzysaraharndt 
RT @migrainesallday: Most #migraine sufferers avoid ERs for not being believed/treated, sprinkle in racism and unfortunately
incidents like… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @dianaelee @beth_morton Yes! So much of the process hinges on the relationships with our doctors and
how much we’ve been… 

Nush @djnush_ 
@beth_morton A4. But there isn’t active Indian women community to discuss these cos of stigma related to birth control.
#MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @grrlintersect: a white specialist telling me I must not be serious about treatment when I ask to reschedule scans for a time that
did n… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
I hear docs complaining about patients being late or asking to reschedule and calling them #noncompliant. You don't know what their
reasons are. Our system has been set so that people have to make difficult choices and not be able to prioritize their appointment.
#MigraineChat 
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A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton A3. I am extremely sensitive to meds. All of these things have caused barriers to me being taken seriously or treated
appropriately for my hemiplegia migraines. If I've had questions/complications, it's seen as my fault. I've also been told the pain is "in
my head." #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A5. I can only list on one hand the number of fellow #BlackDoctors who are also headache specialists. We need to
work from folks as young as high school and mentor and support them to become physicians for their community. 1/ #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A5. I know many advocacy groups are working hard to improve their work to address #BIPOC communities.
Pharmaceutical companies are taking a look inward and developing new strategies. #MigraineChat 2/ 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A5. Doctors are realizing their place of privilege. But we have a long way to go before people like me will see myself
represented in the migraine space. 3/end #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. We have to center them, listen to their needs, and speak in support not as the authority. For organizations we
have to use our privilege to hold them accountable for what they aren’t discussing, for instance barriers to care that begin long before
insurance. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @LinseyK_KMB @beth_morton The migraine #stigma is very impactful and we need to crush it in all ways!
#MigraineChat 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
@beth_morton A1. So for me, it’s hard to tease apart the causes of the bias, gaslighting, and dismissal I encounter. Is it due to
racism? Is it due to sexism? Is it due to having mental illness & other stigmatized chronic illnesses on my chart? Some fun combo of
the above? #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A4: The “drug addict” issue comes up often for migraine sufferers...but especially for #BIPOC 

Harley (dog) & Frankie (human) @HarleyHellhound 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 

lil spoonie  @chronicallyil 
@beth_morton Hey #MigraineChat ! My name is Tatum & I'm sending my love from the mitten state. I'm so ready for winter to be over,
feels like each year I'm more sensitive. 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Thinking broadly about the #migraine space - e.g., ads, advocacy efforts, research, healthcare/doctors - what
can we/o… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. We have to take on the responsibility of confronting advocacy groups and if it’s things we pay for, use our money
to say we won’t support it until BIPOC individuals and needs are truly represented on all levels. #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
A4. It’s the drug addict thing, all the time. “You’re black? In pain? You must obviously want drugs.” It’s happened to me, my sister, too
many people I know. And also, even if someone is an addict, do they not deserve medical treatment? 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A5 we can help by having these conversations/education and listening #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
#CrushTheStigma Birth Control is #healthcare. #MigraineChat 
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smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton A5: THANK YOU! What can us individuals do, too? #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
from White healthcare providers and from within black communities, the idea that migraines are for white people seems prevalent.
been told more than once that migraines must come from the white side of my family despite having black cousins who have them.
#MigraineChat 

lil spoonie  @chronicallyil 
RT @beth_morton: We honor #BlackHistoryMonth with an important discussion about disparities in #migraine in the #BIPOC
community. This is a… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5. I don't have an answer for this (and am disappointed in myself because of it), but I do think this chat has been a good starting
point. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
THIS! 💯 Amplify their stories. Call out those who are stigmatizers and continuing the oppression and racism that has been ingrained
in our society and have prevented people from getting the treatment and access they need. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@smithbrainz (Stay tuned for the next question! #MigraineChat) 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CSWhiteMD: THIS! 💯 Amplify their stories. Call out those who are stigmatizers and continuing the oppression and racism that
has been in… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. I think on a personal level we can also work to hold space for BIPOC in our community. Make them feel seen and
heard and comfortable if they need to vent or talk to someone who gets the illness part of it. Help them rest, so on. #MigraineChat 

Sue 313 @suebouchard313 
Yes he was from Transylvania. No joke honest...his name was Vlad Vadisvlad. He basically did nothing for me & suddenly left the
country a few yrs ago, without notice 😤 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. What can we do in the #migraine community to advocate for our #BIPOC peers who have migraine? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/zpZPBKj0d2 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: THIS! 💯 Amplify their stories. Call out those who are stigmatizers and continuing the oppression and racism that
has been in… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton I have to imagine your level of education and research skills don’t result in the same treatment a white
cishet woman like me experiences. Such a double standard. #migrainechat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Many advocacy groups are working now to improve their visibility to #BIPOC communities. I am so happy for it! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What can we do in the #migraine community to advocate for our #BIPOC peers who have migraine?
#MigraineChat https://t.… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
@beth_morton A1. Sometimes I’ve gotten worse treatment when I’ve brought my mom, who has an accent, along. When I got treated
like a dumb, non-compliant patient who brought my migraines on myself by a white woman neuro, I’m guessing there was some racial
bias involved. #MigraineChat 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@grrlintersect As if that’s how it works! Yikes. #MigraineChat 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton A4. I have gotten the "drug addict" often. It is the reason I don't go to ERs. And because my speech slurs, I have
aphasia, and I may hit myself because of the pain, it makes it even worse. I also get the "grin and bear it". #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A5. I think on a personal level we can also work to hold space for BIPOC in our community.
Make them feel s… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A6. We need to be sure to welcome our fellow #MigraineWarriors into the community and listen to their stories and
experiences and validate them. #Advocacy groups need to make sure their member populations reflect the general population.
#MigraineChat 1/ 

Harley (dog) & Frankie (human) @HarleyHellhound 
RT @beth_morton: Standing reminders: Dr. White cannot provide individual treatment advice. Twitter is a public forum. Only share
what i… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A6. Doctors need to accept that the medical system as we have it is inherently #racist and we need to
#ChangeMedicalCulture in many different facets. #MigraineChat 2/ 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6. Listen, share our resources and expand our advice to beyond pharmaceutical options. Acknowledging that a
doctor isn’t always the answer and working to find solutions that don’t put them at risk for discrimination. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A6. Personally, I hope that my presence as a #BlackDoctor can help change the discussion and remind people that
#Migraine does not discriminate. #MigraineChat 3/end 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. We need to be sure to welcome our fellow #MigraineWarriors into the community and listen to
their stories a… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I want more specialist, Moore bipoc speakers talking about their experiences with migraines and more education within communities
about the ways migraine can effect people. So many people aren’t getting treated because they don’t know it’s not just headache.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Doctors need to accept that the medical system as we have it is inherently #racist and we
need to #ChangeMe… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Personally, I hope that my presence as a #BlackDoctor can help change the discussion and
remind people that… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. We need to be sure to welcome our fellow #MigraineWarriors into the community and listen to
their stories a… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6. Listen, share our resources and expand our advice to beyond pharmaceutical options.
Acknowledging that… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Doctors need to accept that the medical system as we have it is inherently #racist and we
need to #ChangeMe… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Personally, I hope that my presence as a #BlackDoctor can help change the discussion and
remind people that… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Doctors need to accept that the medical system as we have it is inherently #racist and we
need to #ChangeMe… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: ads & photos in migraine articles can show that anyone can get migraines. Show the full range of race, gender, &
age. HCWs can believe the pain in all races & treat it as the crisis it is. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @grrlintersect: I want more specialist, Moore bipoc speakers talking about their experiences with migraines and more education
within co… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton I am so sorry that you have had these experiences while you are dealing with pain and symptoms. It's
not fair. You should not have to "grin and bear it." You should be treated! #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
A5. LOL.  NO. It’s white ladies all the way down with some white men thrown in there for cluster headaches—white professionals
specifically. It’s kind of a classist and racist space in terms of what’s presented most publicly. #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @grrlintersect: I want more specialist, Moore bipoc speakers talking about their experiences with migraines and more education
within co… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Attention doctors: #HemiplegicMigraine is a thing. You need to educate yourself so you don't deny patients the treatment they need
and deserve. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A5: ads & photos in migraine articles can show that anyone can get migraines. Show the full range
of race, gend… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @spacehurricanes: A5. LOL.  NO. It’s white ladies all the way down with some white men thrown in there for cluster headaches
—white prof… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A5: ads & photos in migraine articles can show that anyone can get migraines. Show the full range
of race, gend… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: Implementing anti-racist trainings for medical staff so issues of negligence do not occur and cause BIPOC patients seeking
treatment to never come back. Diversifying your boards, staff etc who run migraine organizations, offices, etc. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
#BIPOC patients tend to have more financial barriers. They should be explained what their insurance covers and/or assistance to help
them when there’s no coverage so they are not put into more poverty when they use $$ for treatment or go into medical debt.
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: This is gonna be a long one. There’s so much that can be done: Putting into place sponsorship opportunities for advocacy and
events so BIPOC can attend. We all know that #migraine can be a very expensive disease, so I think it’s imperative they have
insurance advocacy. Cont. 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: Putting events, offices etc close to public transportation and adding that information on your websites. Consider a partnership with
a car share service to help get patients in for treatments/to events. #MigraineChat 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: Advocating as doctors/patients for telehealth to stay and be covered by insurance. Two of my doctors got rid of telehealth
appointments in 2020 because it was an “annoyance”. Consider how many doors you are now closing for BIPOC. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: if you’re going to use diverse photos in your marketing, make sure you’re also representing #BIPOC in additional ways. Make
sure they’re included in clinical trials, offices, etc. I do not feel represented enough in the #migraine community most days
#MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
#FutureDoctors, being a #HeadacheDoc is a wonderful career because you can make the difference in so many people's lives.
#Migraine is #NotJustAHeadache and we need to make sure that people are more aware of that fact. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: #BIPOC patients tend to have more financial barriers. They should be explained what their insurance covers
and/or assi… 

Liz @wirednerves 
Hi I’m Elizabeth from Phoenix AZ #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton #MigraineChat I'm also extremely sensitive to meds & have basically flunked out of almost all
migraine meds. I've seen drs who were absolutely infuriated by that & fired me as a patient. (con't) 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Implementing anti-racist trainings for medical staff so issues of negligence do not occur and cause BIPOC
patients… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: if you’re going to use diverse photos in your marketing, make sure you’re also representing #BIPOC in
additional w… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Putting events, offices etc close to public transportation and adding that information on your websites.
Consider… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Advocating as doctors/patients for telehealth to stay and be covered by insurance. Two of my doctors got
rid of te… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: if you’re going to use diverse photos in your marketing, make sure you’re also representing #BIPOC in
additional w… 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton But I've also been able to find drs who will work with me, & I'm sure part of that is because of
privilege. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Great thread on improving access/representation in #migraine for #BIPOC. #MigraineChat 

Untitled Moose Game @duckish 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are
white, con… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Acknowledging the racism within the medical system, insisting that major organizations showcase a diversity of speakers, provide
financial incentives for specialists to set up shop in lower income areas. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: if you’re going to use diverse photos in your marketing, make sure you’re also representing #BIPOC in
additional w… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: That went fast, as always. We know we didn’t cover everything. Do you have a specific story to tell about your experience(s)
being #BIPOC with #migraine? Is there anything we didn’t discuss today that you would like to raise? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/u5k1IfF0C6 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @grrlintersect: Acknowledging the racism within the medical system, insisting that major organizations showcase a diversity of
speakers,… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Wondering how you can improve your #healthcare practice so it is more #inclusive? Here are just a few ways you can do it. Now you
can't say you didn't know what to do. We shouldn't have to spell it out for you. #MigraineChat #MedTwitter #NeuroTwitter 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: CT: That went fast, as always. We know we didn’t cover everything. Do you have a specific story to tell about your
exper… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @grrlintersect: Acknowledging the racism within the medical system, insisting that major organizations showcase a diversity of
speakers,… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: Hire more #BIPOC speakers especially for nationwide advocacy efforts, drug commercials, magazine etc. And if you paid a white
person for the same gig in the past, DO NOT ASK BIPOC TO DO IT FOR FREE! #migrainechat 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Wondering how you can improve your #healthcare practice so it is more #inclusive? Here are just a few ways you
can do it. No… 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: This is gonna be a long one. There’s so much that can be done: Putting into place sponsorship
opportunities for ad… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
"Acknowledging the racism within the medical system." "Acknowledging the racism within the medical system." "Acknowledging the
racism within the medical system." "Acknowledging the racism within the medical system." #racism #MigraineChat 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @grrlintersect: I want more specialist, Moore bipoc speakers talking about their experiences with migraines and more education
within co… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Hire more #BIPOC speakers especially for nationwide advocacy efforts, drug commercials, magazine etc.
And if you p… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @CSWhiteMD: "Acknowledging the racism within the medical system." "Acknowledging the racism within the medical system."
"Acknowledging t… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Hire more #BIPOC speakers especially for nationwide advocacy efforts, drug commercials, magazine etc.
And if you p… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to thank my two co-hosts for joining me today and sharing so much of their experience: @migrainesallday & @CSWhiteMD,
thank you!! And to all of you who joined #MigraineChat, thank you, too. 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. I think the more voices we have the better but, if you know you are overrepresented (like I am), and there is someone else who
hasn't had a chance to speak yet, maybe give them your airtime. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The #MigraineChat Discord space is growing and active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent, come join us:
https://t.co/m6KbJYMfoH 
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Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A6: Make room for BIPOC experiences and stories. Don’t get defensive just because you as a white person (*raises
hand*) experience your own struggles within the health care system. Read and/or listen to books/articles on racism and medical
racism. To list a few. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
Exactly!! These conversations are never going to be easy ones, but the only way to move forward is to acknowledge that they exist.
Otherwise nothing will ever change. #MigraineChat 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @beth_morton: Pinning this in one spot: - #MigraineChat page w/Qs, tips & transcripts: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop - MigraineChat is
on 1st… 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @beth_morton: The #MigraineChat Discord space is growing and active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent,
come join… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday Thank you for having me! And thank you all on #MigraineChat for sharing your stories. It's the first
step in changing how we view this disease. #MigraineDoesNotDiscriminate And we need to have treatment strategies as diverse as
the beautiful people who have it. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Julie_AF_ Hi, Julie, we're wrapping up #MigraineChat, but scroll back through the questions and replies and feel very welcome to
add! (Don't forget the hashtag - makes it easier to search and find later!) 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @migrainesallday: Most #migraine sufferers avoid ERs for not being believed/treated, sprinkle in racism and unfortunately
incidents like… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: The #MigraineChat Discord space is growing and active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent,
come join… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@CSWhiteMD Someone once told me a story abt seeing a doc speak at a conference outside US. That doc said #migraine patients
regularly left him speechless w/ displays of gratitude b/c he'd been 1st healthcare person to listen & help. #MigraineChat 💔 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A6: Make room for BIPOC experiences and stories. Don’t get defensive just because you as a
white person (*rai… 

Kim (they/them) ☂  @kiminoa_seattle 
RT @grrlintersect: Acknowledging the racism within the medical system, insisting that major organizations showcase a diversity of
speakers,… 

Kim (they/them) ☂  @kiminoa_seattle 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What can we do in the #migraine community to advocate for our #BIPOC peers who have migraine?
#MigraineChat https://t.… 

Kim (they/them) ☂  @kiminoa_seattle 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Doctors need to accept that the medical system as we have it is inherently #racist and we
need to #ChangeMe… 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A6: Make room for BIPOC experiences and stories. Don’t get defensive just because you as a
white person (*rai… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Thank you for hosting and sparking the conversation. Today’s #MigraineChat was excellent in giving us white folk the opportunity to
set our personal barriers aside and acknowledge those we don’t encounter and learn. 
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Free from tweet jail.. for now @filthybookbitch 
RT @beth_morton: I want to thank my two co-hosts for joining me today and sharing so much of their experience: @migrainesallday
& @CSWhiteM… 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @grrlintersect: Acknowledging the racism within the medical system, insisting that major organizations showcase a diversity of
speakers,… 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: The #MigraineChat Discord space is growing and active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent,
come join… 

Free from tweet jail.. for now @filthybookbitch 
RT @HemingwayMuse: Thank you for hosting and sparking the conversation. Today’s #MigraineChat was excellent in giving us white
folk the opp… 

Aurora @spacehurricanes 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Wondering how you can improve your #healthcare practice so it is more #inclusive? Here are just a few ways you
can do it. No… 

Free from tweet jail.. for now @filthybookbitch 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. For those who are #BIPOC, would you like to share any unique treatment barriers or #migraine management
barriers you’v… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: Exactly!! These conversations are never going to be easy ones, but the only way to move forward is to
acknowledge that… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: And please don’t take something or content that a BIPOC person said and pass it off as your own. Give credit where credit is due.
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A5: Amplify our stories/experiences instead of monopolizing the conversation. When I was younger, I assumed that #migraine only
affected middle age blonde white women since that’s all I saw. Share paid writing/media opportunities w/ BIPOC first. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@HemingwayMuse @migrainesallday Very much appreciated hearing your experiences and insight as well. You're right. It's not an
easy topic to speak of but it's an important one. #MigraineChat 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: Since I became chronic 6 years ago, I’ve been through multiple dr for my migraine treatment. Only 2 of
them were n… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Amplify our stories/experiences instead of monopolizing the conversation. When I was younger, I assumed
that #migr… 

Sarah Arndt @dizzysaraharndt 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Doctors need to accept that the medical system as we have it is inherently #racist and we
need to #ChangeMe… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: understand that their experience with drs is different from white folks. Advocate that orgs do more outreach to
BIPOC communities. #MigraineChat 

Nush @djnush_ 
RT @beth_morton: CT: That went fast, as always. We know we didn’t cover everything. Do you have a specific story to tell about your
exper… 

Lil' Adrian Stoner @aagw 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Amplify our stories/experiences instead of monopolizing the conversation. When I was younger, I assumed
that #migr… 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What can we do in the #migraine community to advocate for our #BIPOC peers who have migraine?
#MigraineChat https://t.… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday @CSWhiteMD Thank you to all three of you, and all the other #MigraineChat participants. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A6: Make room for BIPOC experiences and stories. Don’t get defensive just because you as a
white person (*rai… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A6: understand that their experience with drs is different from white folks. Advocate that orgs do
more outreac… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A6: Most important, please don’t get defensive if you’re “called out” for something that is harmful to BIPOC or that you didn’t know.
Just say, I’m sorry and I will fix that and do better. We need to work together. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @migrainesallday: A6: Most important, please don’t get defensive if you’re “called out” for something that is harmful to BIPOC or
that y… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @migrainesallday: A6: Most important, please don’t get defensive if you’re “called out” for something that is harmful to BIPOC or
that y… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
@beth_morton A2. I’ve only seen a couple non-white HCPs for migraine, and the vast majority have been white. Yes, they have been
willing to spend more time, listen, and believe me. Especially the one WOC I saw. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
Thank you for creating an important safe space to educate, amplify BIPOC experiences and voices. 💜 #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @grrlintersect: Acknowledging the racism within the medical system, insisting that major organizations showcase a diversity of
speakers,… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Attention doctors: #HemiplegicMigraine is a thing. You need to educate yourself so you don't deny patients the
treatment the… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thread of #MigraineChat resources on racial disparities in #migraine: The @CoalitionCHAMP resource page on disparities in
headache disease https://t.co/3ZfQQVuIqA 1/n 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Panel on Healthcare Disparities in #Migraine & Headache Care by @US_Pain hosted by Jaime Sanders (@migrainediva)
https://t.co/40Bz9A2Kzc #MigraineChat 2/n 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
S2:Ep15 – Racial Disparities in Healthcare from @MigraineDisordr Spotlight on #Migraine series https://t.co/9P2th68J2g
#MigraineChat 3/n 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Summary article by @GHLForg on #migraine and headache disparities https://t.co/p9lWeo4B8X #MigraineChat 4/n 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Further readings (open access please add on any others): https://t.co/XFHXf5CMRW #MigraineChat /end 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @grrlintersect: I want more specialist, Moore bipoc speakers talking about their experiences with migraines and more education
within co… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Personally, I hope that my presence as a #BlackDoctor can help change the discussion and
remind people that… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday @CSWhiteMD This was great. I definitely learned things I did not already know about the
experiences of my fellow patients. Grateful to everyone who shared! #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6. Listen, share our resources and expand our advice to beyond pharmaceutical options.
Acknowledging that… 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
RT @beth_morton: Thread of #MigraineChat resources on racial disparities in #migraine: The @CoalitionCHAMP resource page on
disparities in… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. Doctors need to accept that the medical system as we have it is inherently #racist and we
need to #ChangeMe… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Summary article by @GHLForg on #migraine and headache disparities https://t.co/p9lWeo4B8X #MigraineChat
4/n 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Further readings (open access please add on any others): https://t.co/XFHXf5CMRW #MigraineChat /end 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: S2:Ep15 – Racial Disparities in Healthcare from @MigraineDisordr Spotlight on #Migraine series
https://t.co/9P2th68J2g #M… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: Thread of #MigraineChat resources on racial disparities in #migraine: The @CoalitionCHAMP resource page on
disparities in… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Panel on Healthcare Disparities in #Migraine & Headache Care by @US_Pain hosted by Jaime Sanders
(@migrainediva) https://t… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Thread of #MigraineChat resources on racial disparities in #migraine: The @CoalitionCHAMP resource page on
disparities in… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
RT @grrlintersect: Acknowledging the racism within the medical system, insisting that major organizations showcase a diversity of
speakers,… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
It breaks my heart reading experiences like this because so many people think this doesn’t happen, but it does. It’s important that we
continue to amplify these experiences and fix the system so this stop happening. I’m so terribly sorry you went/go through this
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: THIS! 💯 Amplify their stories. Call out those who are stigmatizers and continuing the oppression and racism that
has been in… 

Jaime M. Sanders @migrainediva 
Follow this thread for resources on #racialdisparities in #migraine. 
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smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
RT @beth_morton: Thread of #MigraineChat resources on racial disparities in #migraine: The @CoalitionCHAMP resource page on
disparities in… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
RT @beth_morton: Panel on Healthcare Disparities in #Migraine & Headache Care by @US_Pain hosted by Jaime Sanders
(@migrainediva) https://t… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
RT @beth_morton: S2:Ep15 – Racial Disparities in Healthcare from @MigraineDisordr Spotlight on #Migraine series
https://t.co/9P2th68J2g #M… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @migrainesallday: It breaks my heart reading experiences like this because so many people think this doesn’t happen, but it does.
It’s i… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
RT @beth_morton: Summary article by @GHLForg on #migraine and headache disparities https://t.co/p9lWeo4B8X #MigraineChat
4/n 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: "Acknowledging the racism within the medical system." "Acknowledging the racism within the medical system."
"Acknowledging t… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
RT @beth_morton: Further readings (open access please add on any others): https://t.co/XFHXf5CMRW #MigraineChat /end 

Dani🐉💚  @danniK80 
RT @beth_morton: Thread of #MigraineChat resources on racial disparities in #migraine: The @CoalitionCHAMP resource page on
disparities in… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
@djnush_ @beth_morton A4. Yeah, there is definitely stigma around birth control in the Indian community. I tried BC for migraine too,
and felt like I couldn’t talk about it or ask questions with my family either, even with other women with migraine. #MigraineChat 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @djnush_: @beth_morton A4. But there isn’t active Indian women community to discuss these cos of stigma related to birth
control. #Migra… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @Sick_Tired_2018: I had my first bout w/ #allodynia somewhere other than my face/ head yesterday. I’ve had w/ #migraine but
this was on… 

KD @Stileshalenski 
RT @grrlintersect: Yes though as a biracial black person who is frequently read as white or non-black it’s sometimes subtle. First
noticed… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
@aparna_r_writer It pains me to see fellow BIPOC going through this. The last thing you need while seeking treatment is racism. I’m
hoping things improve and more people listen. I will continue to boost stories like this until we no longer have to deal with this.
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton @migrainesallday Thank you for having me! And thank you all on #MigraineChat for sharing your
stories. It's the… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: I want to thank my two co-hosts for joining me today and sharing so much of their experience: @migrainesallday
& @CSWhiteM… 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A1. I have heard many stories from #BIPOC patients not knowing that their symptoms are due to
#migraine until t… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: This is gonna be a long one. There’s so much that can be done: Putting into place sponsorship
opportunities for ad… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: I hear docs complaining about patients being late or asking to reschedule and calling them #noncompliant. You
don't know wha… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
@migrainesallday Absolutely. I’m so sorry for the experiences you’ve shared too. Thank you for co-hosting this chat. #MigraineChat 

Steve @StevesASC 
RT @CSWhiteMD: I hear docs complaining about patients being late or asking to reschedule and calling them #noncompliant. You
don't know wha… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @migrainediva: Follow this thread for resources on #racialdisparities in #migraine. 

Steve @StevesASC 
RT @migrainediva: Follow this thread for resources on #racialdisparities in #migraine. 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Amplify our stories/experiences instead of monopolizing the conversation. When I was younger, I assumed
that #migr… 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
RT @beth_morton: Thread of #MigraineChat resources on racial disparities in #migraine: The @CoalitionCHAMP resource page on
disparities in… 

Ava (^～^) #BlackDisabledLivesMatter @Ava_Nicole23 
RT @migrainesallday: A5: Amplify our stories/experiences instead of monopolizing the conversation. When I was younger, I assumed
that #migr… 

Ava (^～^) #BlackDisabledLivesMatter @Ava_Nicole23 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What can we do in the #migraine community to advocate for our #BIPOC peers who have migraine?
#MigraineChat https://t.… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
Thanks to @migrainesallday and @CSWhiteMD for joining @beth_morton on #MigraineChat! 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
Whoops _ I should have tweeted that #migraine is the 6th most disabling disease in the WORLD. #migrainechat Receipts:
https://t.co/XFNBSIcRcR 

Uthman | #wearamask! 😷 @JediMarcoNYC 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Migraine does not discriminate. Anyone can get migraine and we need to show publicly that this is true. Through
advertisemen… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
If you missed today's #MigraineChat on #migraine in the #BIPOC community, I encourage you to peruse the hashtag, amplify tweets,
and feel free to respond. As you do, please be respectful of these voices and experiences. Note: CW for stories of medical racism. 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
There is literally no data on #migraine in the Australian Indigenous communities. I’ve had discussions with a couple of Aboriginal
health leaders, and all bar one hadn’t considered their experience of migraine may be different. We have to do better. 
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Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: If you missed today's #MigraineChat on #migraine in the #BIPOC community, I encourage you to peruse the
hashtag, amplify t… 

One of those Daves @EphemeralPOV 
RT @beth_morton: If you missed today's #MigraineChat on #migraine in the #BIPOC community, I encourage you to peruse the
hashtag, amplify t… 

Rachel Sussman @RachelxSussman 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A Black woman told me that even w/ a note from her doc explaining exactly what her best
#Migraine acute treatme… 

Rachel Sussman @RachelxSussman 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A1. “I thought this was something all young girls get,” was a response a Black patient gave me. “I
get headache… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A6: Make room for BIPOC experiences and stories. Don’t get defensive just because you as a
white person (*rai… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: The #MigraineChat Discord space is growing and active. If you want a place to post questions or even just vent,
come join… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: If you missed today's #MigraineChat on #migraine in the #BIPOC community, I encourage you to peruse the
hashtag, amplify t… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: If you missed today's #MigraineChat on #migraine in the #BIPOC community, I encourage you to peruse the
hashtag, amplify t… 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @Sick_Tired_2018: I had my first bout w/ #allodynia somewhere other than my face/ head yesterday. I’ve had w/ #migraine but
this was on… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @Sick_Tired_2018: I had my first bout w/ #allodynia somewhere other than my face/ head yesterday. I’ve had w/ #migraine but
this was on… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A2 cont. Personal story. My first #headache doc was an white man. My most recent doc is an
Asian woman. First d… 

Provide Aimovig for migraine on the NHS @PutAimovigOnNHS 
RT @beth_morton: If you missed today's #MigraineChat on #migraine in the #BIPOC community, I encourage you to peruse the
hashtag, amplify t… 

Maeve Halpin @MaeveHalpinCoun 
Evanne Ní Chuilinn: I gave up chocolate and sugar and noticed a huge reduction in my migraine headaches
https://t.co/MM4K5MWdVk #health #MigraineChat #migraine 

Kim Wilding #3.5% ♿ 🇬🇧🎶 @KimWilding4 
RT @Sick_Tired_2018: I had my first bout w/ #allodynia somewhere other than my face/ head yesterday. I’ve had w/ #migraine but
this was on… 

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit 
Check out these resources and today’s #MigraineChat focused on racial disparities and migraine disease. HUGE thanks to all
involved. 

Provide Aimovig for migraine on the NHS @PutAimovigOnNHS 
So important for migraine pts to know! Equally important for PCPs/GPs #MedTwitter to know: Episodic migraine is over 3X more likely
to progress to chronic migraine (classed by WHO as disabling as paraplegia) with suboptimal treatment, itself a cause of MOH. Refer
us quickly! 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@spacehurricanes Thank you for sharing your story. #MigraineChat 

Sue 313 @suebouchard313 
RT @Sick_Tired_2018: I had my first bout w/ #allodynia somewhere other than my face/ head yesterday. I’ve had w/ #migraine but
this was on… 

Jan Southern @Jan_Southern 
RT @migrainesallday: Join us today at 1PM, EST  (If you’re not free, you can also join later when you are) For those that are
white, con… 

Sara Hertzel, MA @mindnbodyhealth 
RT @CSWhiteMD: I hear docs complaining about patients being late or asking to reschedule and calling them #noncompliant. You
don't know wha… 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Summary article by @GHLForg on #migraine and headache disparities https://t.co/p9lWeo4B8X #MigraineChat
4/n 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: If you missed today's #MigraineChat on #migraine in the #BIPOC community, I encourage you to peruse the
hashtag, amplify t… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
Yesterday’s #MigraineChat was an enlightening convo about racial disparities in #migraine treatment. Catch it by clicking the hashtag.
Both experiences & solutions were discussed. If you’re #BIPOC, you may find solidarity. If you’re white, amplify their voices.
#chronicmigraine 

Jade Jardine @jadejardine_ 
Anyone else suffer with migraines SO bad it literally feels like your head is going to spontaneously combust and roll off your neck?
#onlyme #migrainechat https://t.co/HC6n6jZCO2 

S❄ re Chiritescu @SChiritescu 
Reality check: knock-out sleep for 2 hrs then some tingling/tension in shoulders. Migraine or low-key losing it? #NEISvoid
#migrainechat 

Dr. Jen @drjenpsychology 
Migraine Twitter: BEST type of mg to take for migraine and muscle spasm? Oxide? Citrate? Glycinate? Dosing? #migrainechat
#migraine 

Jade Jardine @jadejardine_ 
Imagine suffering weekly and often daily migraines whilst living in lockdown.. #myreality #migrainechat #myversionofhell 💊 

Julie Atwood @jmatwood 
Hey #Migraine Twitter, those who hold and participate in #MigraineChat, and #ChronicIllness and #DisabilityTwitter in general, I'd like
to introduce a new Twitter user, @mlapis1! Met via reddit and hoping to join the community to get support. Please say hi! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hey #MigraineChat folks, say hi to @mlapis1! 

Leah 💫 @LeahBea_ 
RT @jmatwood: Hey #Migraine Twitter, those who hold and participate in #MigraineChat, and #ChronicIllness and #DisabilityTwitter in
general… 

Teaching In Autistic 😷 @InAutistic 
usually right after a bad flare, I like to do a numerical analysis using MigraineBuddy data to convince myself I’m not overreacting
Numbers don’t lie: Baseline migraine frequency: 35% Frequency since the pandemic: 45% Frequency off topamax: 71% #NEISvoid
#MigraineChat 
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